IN THE JOINT INQUIRY AND ADVISORY COMMITTEE
WEST GATE TUNNEL PROJECT
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and

Others
Submitters

OPENING SUBMISSIONS ON BEHALF OF HOBSONS BAY CITY COUNCIL

INTRODUCTION
1.

These submissions are made on behalf of Hobsons Bay City Council (Council) in its capacity
as:
•

a municipal council whose district is directly affected by the West Gate Tunnel Project
(Project); and

•

the authority responsible for the administration and enforcement of the Hobsons Bay
Planning Scheme in respect of a substantial proportion of the Project area.

2.

As a starting point, Council acknowledges that the Project is a significant transport infrastructure
project with laudable aims. Of course, like any project of this nature, it does not come without
adverse impacts on the local communities in which it will be constructed. Accordingly, the
magnitude, likelihood and significance of any environmental effects of the Project must be
carefully investigated and mitigation appropriately determined.

3.

Further, the adequacy of the proposed environmental management framework (including
performance requirements) must ensure that the adverse impacts on the environment will, with
certainty be appropriately managed.

4.

It is on this basis that Council has, from the outset, engaged with the WDA in the EES process.
Through its engagement in the EES process, Council has sought to support the Project aims
but:
•

‘test’ the environmental effects statement (EES) and where appropriate;

•

advocate changes to the Project or environmental performance requirements
(EPRs);

to ensure that the adverse effects on the Hobsons Bay environment and community are
minimised and managed as appropriate and the Project benefits maximised.
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5.

The role of this committee includes the ‘consideration’ and ‘investigation’1 of:
•

“the magnitude, likelihood and significance of adverse and beneficial environmental
effects;

•

the adequacy of the proposed environmental management framework, including the
proposed environmental performance requirements and environmental management
measures contained in the EES, with reference to applicable legislation and policy;

•

………….

•

the adequacy of the impact assessment and whether the proposed environmental
performance requirements are capable of being met;

•

feasible modifications to the design of the Project within or reasonably proximate to
the project boundary that could offer demonstrably overall superior outcomes;”

6.

The committee’s remit is therefore broad. However, the submitters’ capacity to assess, and
therefore assist the committee is compromised in circumstances where the focus of the EES is
narrow and predominantly confined to the defined project area. Accordingly, many direct
impacts have been overlooked.

7.

Some of Council’s concerns with the Project have been addressed. However, numerous issues
remain outstanding. The key outstanding issues relate to:
•

the traffic impacts of the Project on Hobsons Bay including from toll and truck ban
avoidance;

•

air and noise emissions from:

•

a.

redistributed/additional traffic on arterial and local roads in Hobsons Bay;
and

b.

the tunnel ventilation shafts; and

the health and social impacts on the current and future communities of Brooklyn,
Altona North, Spotswood and South Kingsville which will flow from the Project.

8.

These issues will be the focus of Council’s submissions to the IAC.

9.

Before returning to the issues and Council’s submissions in more detail, it is helpful to first:

10.

1

•

highlight those components of the Project within Council’s municipal area;

•

appreciate the key features of and current issues for the local areas in which the
Project is to be constructed; and

•

identify the main effects of the Project on the same local areas.

This informs Council’s position on the key issues.

Terms of Reference, paragraph 13(e).
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THE PROJECT IN HOBSONS BAY
11.

The Project corridor incorporates a substantial area of land in the City of Hobsons Bay, as
illustrated in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1: The Project corridor in Hobsons Bay

Source: Extract from Figure 8 – Project corridor study extents - Technical Report A (Transport)

12.

More specifically, it encroaches into the suburbs of Spotswood, South Kingsville, Brooklyn and
Altona North.

13.

The key infrastructure components of the Project to be located in Hobsons Bay are depicted on
Figure 2 below. They comprise the two tunnels, associated ventilation stacks and portals.

14.

The in-bound tunnel commences at the portal in Yarraville and the out-bound traverses
Spotswood and terminates at the portal in Altona North west of Melbourne Road.
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Figure 2: Key infrastructure Project components in Hobsons Bay

Source: Extract from Figure 1-1 in EES

15.

16.

Other new works associated with the Project comprise:
•

New noise barriers;

•

Widening of West Gate Freeway (WGF) by providing an additional two lanes in each
direction (resulting in 6 lanes in each direction) between Williamstown Road and the
M80 interchange;

•

Replacement/relocation of numerous high voltage transmission towers between the
M80 Ring Road interchange and Hyde Street;

•

Upgrading existing interchanges with the M80 Ring Road, Grieve Parade, Millers
Road and Williamstown Road;

•

Connecting existing segments of, and extending the Federation Trail along the WGF;

•

Construction of the new ramps connecting Hyde Street, Spotswood;

•

Construction of Kororoit Creek Trail between Geelong Road and Grieve Parade; and

•

Replacement and upgrade of the two existing pedestrian overpasses along the WGF
to Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (DDA) compliance.

The Project also includes:
•

Proposed provision of new public open space (west of Newport-Sunshine Railway
Line, Altona North and north of the WGF and south of Stony Creek) and landscape
improvements of existing open space; and
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•

Occupation of land within four reserves ranging from 282m2 (0.3 percent) of WLJ
Crofts Reserve to 2,953m2 (34 percent) of Lynch Road Reserve, Brooklyn;

Figure 3: Proposed tolling points
Source: Figure 142 – Toll point locations, Technical Report A Transport

17.

18.

During construction of the Project, there will be:
•

construction site compounds located in Spotswood, South Kingsville, Brooklyn and
Altona North;

•

numerous local roads surrounding the Project area used for haulage routes;

•

a 2.6km long temporary diversion of the Federation Trail via Millers Road, Francis
Street, Hardie Road, Cawley Road; and

•

removal of vegetation throughout construction zone.

The indicative haulage routes and construction compounds within Hobsons Bay are identified
in Figure 4 below.
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Figure 4: Indicative location of haulage routes and construction compounds within
Hobsons Bay.

Source: Extract from Figure 218: Potential haulage routes from West Gate Freeway, Technical Report A
Transport

19.

The diversion of the Federation Trail is illustrated in Figure 5 below.
Figure 5: Temporary diversion of Federation Trail

Source: Figure 224 - Construction detour route of Federation Trail in Technical Report A of EES
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ABOUT HOBSONS BAY
20.

Before proceeding to the local areas affected by the Project, it is helpful to provide a snapshot
of the broader Hobsons Bay area.

21.

Hobsons Bay is located 10km south-west of the Melbourne CBD.

22.

In terms of the City of Hobsons Bay population, economy, unemployment rates and the SEIFA
index of disadvantage, it is noted that:

23.

24.

2
3

•

As at 2015, it had a population of 89,621 people, 38,369 of whom were employed
and 9,213 of whom worked locally.2

•

As at 2015, the local economy employed 31,107 people. Of those jobs, 55% were
classified as white-collar jobs and 43% as blue-collar.3

•

Compared with the Western Metropolitan region, the municipality displays some
measure of socio-economic disadvantage.

Relative to the Project area, it is noteworthy that:
•

Key north-south arterial roads in Hobsons Bay are Melbourne Road, Millers Road and
Grieve Parade. Each of these connect to the WGF, although there is no out-bound
on-ramp from Grieve Parade or in-bound off-ramp to the same. The same roads form
part of the bus network;

•

The Altona North activity centre which is located on Millers Road just south of the
WGF is identified as a Major Activity Centre in Plan Melbourne;

•

A large strategic redevelopment area known as Precinct 15 or ‘the Dons’ is located
directly south of the WGF and proposed southern portal of the out-bound tunnel in
Altona North. Planning Scheme Amendment C88, which seeks to facilitate its urban
redevelopment (including for around 3,000 new homes) is currently on exhibition;

•

Limited cycle/pedestrian connections exist including the Koroit Creek shared path,
which serves as a key bicycle link in the region, providing the critical north-south
connection and crosses the WGF in Altona North;

•

Another integral shared path, the Federation Trail crosses Millers Road north of the
WGF in Altona North and hugs the north side of the WGF providing the critical east
west connection across the Western Metropolitan region;

•

A number of open space/recreation reserves abut the Freeway including the Crofts,
Don McLean, Stony Creek, Hyde Street, Koroit Creek, Lynch Road Reserve, West
Gate Golf Course and Altona Social Club.

These features are illustrated on Figures 8 and 9 below.

Hobsons Bay Economic Development Strategy 2015-2020, page 15.
Hobsons Bay Economic Development Strategy 2015-2020, page 15.
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Figure 8 – Train, Bus & Cycle Routes in Hobsons Bay

Source: Hobsons Bay City Council
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Figure 9 – Open space, Activity Centres and Schools in Hobsons Bay

Source: Hobsons Bay City Council

25.

Traffic and truck volumes (two way, 24 hour weekday volumes) on the key arterial roads in
2016 within or proximate to the Project corridor are depicted in Figures 10 and 11 below. These
demonstrate that currently, all traffic is relatively evenly distributed across the north-south
connector roads in the area.
Figure 10: Traffic volumes (two way, 24 hour weekday volumes) in 2016
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Source: Technical Report A Transport in the EES.
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Source: Technical Report A Transport in the EES.
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ABOUT THE LOCAL AREAS AFFECTED BY THE PROJECT
Brooklyn
26.

27.

Brooklyn is partly located within the City of Hobsons Bay and partly within the City of Brimbank.
It is bounded by:
•

Newport Sunshine Railway Line to the north and east; and

•

The WGF to the south.

It is also bisected by:
•

Millers Road which runs north-south between Geelong Road, the WGF and Koroit
Creek Road;

•

Francis Street which runs east-west between Hyde Street, Williamstown Road and
Geelong Road.

28.

The Millers Road/WGF interchange has been identified as a major congestion point due largely
to the traffic generated from large developments in the area.4

29.

In terms of land uses, it comprises a mix of residential and industrial uses, both of which directly
abut Millers Road.

30.

There is a lack of connectivity between the residential areas and public open space and also
between the residential areas and neighbouring suburbs.

31.

The Brooklyn residential community currently experiences a high level of disadvantage relative
to metropolitan Melbourne and other parts of Hobsons Bay (see Figure 11 below).

32.

Brooklyn residents currently experience:
•

a high level of traffic noise during the day and night;

•

poor air quality.

33.

In 2014, Brooklyn was identified as the eighth worst air pollution hotspot in Australia. 5

34.

Brooklyn’s air quality has improved significantly since sealing of two roads within the Brooklyn
Industrial Precinct in May 2015. 6 Over the year following the road sealing, the EPA reported
the number of poor air quality days in Brooklyn had halved. 7 However, in the same report, the
EPA observed that the PM10 standard was still exceeded for more days in a year than
anywhere else monitored by the EPA in Melbourne showing that more actions will be required
to further improve air quality in the area.

4

See Cumulative Impacts Assessment 2016 by Council and VicRoads.
Clearing the Air, 2014, Environment Justice Australia.
6 Brooklyn air quality update: effectiveness of road sealing, EPA, 1 June 2016.
7 Brooklyn air quality update: effectiveness of road sealing, EPA, 1 June 2016.
5
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Figure 12: Relative socio-economic disadvantage, West Gate Freeway section of Project

Yarraville

Brooklyn

Altona North

Source: Bonnie Rosen Statement of Evidence, page #.
Altona North and Precinct 15
35.

36.

Brooklyn is bounded by:
•

The WGF to the north; and

•

Kororoit Creek Road to the south.

It is also bisected by:
•

Millers Road, which runs north-south between Geelong Road and Kororoit Creek
Road before extending further south;

•

Grieve Parade, which runs north-south between Geelong Road and Kororoit Creek
Road;

•

Blackshaws Road, which runs east-west between Melbourne Road and Grieve
Parade; and

•

Dohertys Road, which runs east-west between Grieve Parade and the Princes
Freeway before extending further west.
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37.

Significant truck volumes have been identified as currently occurring on:8
•

Grieve Parade south of the WGF;

•

Dohertys Road east of the Princes Freeway; and

•

Kororoit Creek Road east of the Princes Freeway.

38.

Public open space is provided towards the north of the suburb at Crofts Reserve, between the
WGF and Blackshaws Road, and GJ Hosken Reserve immediately to its south.

39.

As noted above, Altona North includes Precinct 15, a 66-hectare redevelopment area that is
currently the subject of Amendment C88 to the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme. The WGF
forms the northern boundary of this area. The amendment would allow a range of uses
including residential and commercial and accommodate approximately 7,000 people in 3,000
new dwellings.

40.

Precinct 15 adjoins the Brooklyn Terminal Station, a significant feature compromising the visual
amenity of the area.

41.

The Altona North community currently experiences a high level of disadvantage relative to
metropolitan Melbourne and other parts of Hobsons Bay (see Figure 12 above).

Spotswood and South Kingsville
42.

Spotswood and South Kingsville are together bounded by:
•

The WGF to the north; and

•

Blackshaws Road to the south.

43.

The two suburbs are separated by the freight railway line, which runs north-west to south-east.

44.

Spotswood is additionally crossed by:
•

Melbourne Road, which extends north beyond the WGF and south to Williamstown;
and

•

The Williamstown/Werribee railway line.

45.

In the north of Spotswood, the Westgate Golf Club and Donald McLean Reserve are bounded
to the north by the WGF.

46.

The Spotswood and South Kingsville communities currently experience a relatively high level
of disadvantage relative to metropolitan Melbourne and other parts of Hobsons Bay (see Figure
12 above).

KEY EFFECTS OF THE PROJECT ON HOBSONS BAY
Brooklyn
47.

8

Most obviously, there will be a huge increase in truck traffic on Millers Road in Brooklyn resulting
from the Project. Specifically, an additional 7,000 trucks per day will be induced onto Millers
Road by 2031 as a direct result of the Project, including the new Footscray and Yarraville truck

See Cumulative Impacts Assessment 2016 by Council and VicRoads.
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bans and, potentially, toll avoidance.9 The trucks are predicted to access Millers Road via two
north-south freight routes:

48.

•

Paramount Road/Tottenham Parade/Geelong Road; and

•

Market Road/McDonald Road.

Council is concerned that this significant additional truck traffic will cause:
•

Long queues in Millers Road due to:
a.

South-bound truck traffic on Millers Road seeking to turn left onto the
WGF (in-bound);

b.

Out/west-bound truck traffic seeking to turn right onto Millers Road from
the WGF;

•

Significant difficulty for residents in local roads accessing Millers Road from local
roads;

•

Significant difficulty for pedestrians and bicyclists using the Federation Trail and
seeking to cross Millers Road;

•

Noticeably higher noise levels post-construction of the Project for residences on
Millers Road north of the WGF; and

•

Additional diesel emissions which:
a.

will contribute to the maximum predicted ground level concentration of
PM10; and

b.

might contribute significantly to a predicted or additional exceedance of
the SEPP (AQM) PM10 criterion.

49.

The Project area extends only a short distance north of the WGF. This is a location where the
Council considers traffic treatments such as signalisation should be considered by the
committee.

50.

Council is particularly concerned about the cumulative effect of the traffic, noise and air quality
impacts on the health and wellbeing of the already disadvantaged Brooklyn community.

Altona North and Precinct 15
51.

In the case of Altona North, Council is most concerned about the impact of the Project on the
future community of Precinct 15, a large strategic redevelopment site and former industrial area
also known locally as ‘The Dons’.

52.

As set out earlier, Precinct 15 is located directly south of the WGF and proposed southern portal
of the out-bound tunnel in Altona North. It is 67 hectares in size and generally bounded by
Blackshaws Road to the south, Kyle Road to the west, New Street to the east and the WGF to
the north.

53.

Planning Scheme Amendment C88, which seeks to facilitate the urban redevelopment of
Precinct 15 is currently on exhibition. The Precinct is ultimately intended to accommodate:

9

See Figure 215: 2031 project case: truck volumes (two-way, 24-hour weekday volumes), Report for
Western Distributor Authority – West Gate Tunnel by GHD, page 345.
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54.

•

3,000 homes (townhouses and apartments), with a commitment to 5% affordable
housing;

•

building heights of two to three storeys along Kyle Road and New Street;

•

building
WGF;

•

A bus route to Newport and Spotswood train stations.

heights

up

to

six

storeys

facing

the

The proposed street network for the Precinct is shown in Figure 12 below and the proposed
land uses in Figure 13.
Figure 12: Proposed Street Network for Precinct 15.

Figure 13: Future Urban Structure for Precinct 15
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z
55.

Figure 13 above, identifies and delineates a significant area within Precinct 15 as ‘proposed
area secured by West Gate Tunnel Project’ and ‘uncredited open space’. The land, which
comprises about 1,200 sqm will be acquired by the WDA for the purposes of the Project.
Initially, it will be used as a construction compound and ultimately, it will be developed as public
open space. It is also located south of the southern westbound tunnel portal and will also be
used as a service or maintenance area for the WGT and the portal.

56.

Given the proximity of the public open space to the railway line, the WGF, the southern portal
and the Brooklyn Electrical Terminal Station, Council does not support the location of public
open space in this location. In Council’s submission, the amenity of the space is likely to be
significantly compromised by adverse noise, air quality and visual impacts, particularly in the
absence of any acoustic wall on its north and west boundaries.

57.

If despite Council’s position on this, the IAC recommends retaining this component of the
Project, Council submits it is proper and appropriate that an acoustic wall be constructed to
mitigate the noise impacts on the space.

58.

Regardless of whether IAC accepts its submissions about the public open space in this forum,
Council does not support any submission by the proponent for Amendment C88, that the space
should count towards its public open space contribution in respect of any future residential
subdivision of Precinct 15.

Spotswood and South Kingsville
59.

The key areas of concern to Council in this location relate to:
•

the use of two local level streets Simcock Avenue and Stephen Street as access
roads to the out-bound WGF ramp;

•

safety issues at the Douglas Parade, Simcock Avenue and Hyde Street intersection
due to poor sight lines;
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•

the capacity for Hyde Street to absorb the projected increase in traffic generated by
the Project;

•

the use of Hall Street as a haulage route during the Project construction phase.

60.

In Council’s submission, it is simply inappropriate for the local street network to be used to
provide access to the WGF. It runs contrary to the Project objectives to reduce freight on local
streets and improve safety on local streets. Council submits that the Project design ought to be
changed to address this.

61.

Regarding traffic impacts on Douglas Parade and Hyde Street, Council submits that the ramps
and associated signalisation will create localised congestion with the combined ramps carrying
up to 5000 vehicles a day in 2031 including nearly 2000 trucks. Traffic in Hyde Street (between
Francis Street and the Freeway) is expected to increase from 15,000 to 22,000 vehicles per
day in 2031, including an extra 1850 trucks per day (from 1450 to 3300). In Council’s
submission, this predicted increase will flow in part at least, from the proposed truck bans in
Francis Street. If the bans are implemented, trucks travelling to and from the Spotswood
Industrial Precinct will be required to travel via Hyde/Francis/Whitehall Streets, so that they can
continue to access the WGF ramps at Melbourne/Williamstown Road. To address this, Council
submits that the proposed truck bans in Francis St should exempt local truck traffic travelling to
and from the Spotswood Industrial Precinct.

62.

On the location of the construction compound at the end of Hall Street, Spotswood and the use
of Hall Street as a haulage route during construction, Council submits that this is inappropriate
having regard to the location of the Emma McLean Kindergarten and proximate residences. It
acknowledges numerous ERP’s are proposed to reduce impacts on this area.

KEY CHANGES REQUESTED TO THE PROJECT & EPRs
Traffic
63.

In Council’s submission, the traffic impacts of the Project on the arterial and local road network
in Hobsons Bay are not adequately investigated, assessed or considered in the EES. Given a
key objective of the Project is to improve community amenity on local streets in the inner-west,
this is a significant shortcoming of the Project.

64.

This should be addressed via an updated Traffic Impact Assessment (undertaken by the WDA
in consultation with VicRoads and Council) which:
•

considers the impact both of additional traffic on the arterial and local road network
generated by the Project and the impact of traffic redistributed on the same;

•

provides further detail and analysis on the entry and exit ramp performance and
capacity on the Kororoit Creek Road, Grieve Parade, Millers Road, Melbourne Road
and Hyde Street entry and exit ramps; and

•

identifies local traffic impact mitigation measures where appropriate to be incorporated
into a Local Area Traffic Management Plan (LATMP).

65.

Funding of the LATMP’s by the WDA (estimated to cost approximately $100,000 per LATMP)
and inclusion of the mitigation measures identified in the LATMPs should be incorporated into
the EPRs for the Project.

66.

The EPR’s should require the introduction of truck bans (excluding local traffic) as part of the
LATMPs on all of:
•

Blackshaws Road;

•

Hudsons Road;
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•

North Road;

•

High Street;

•

Mason Street;

•

Kororoit Creek Road east of Millers Road; and

•

Millers Road between Kororoit Creek Road and Geelong Road;

should be included in the EPRs for the Project.
67.

The Francis Street truck bans should be revised to exempt trucks travelling to and from the
Spotswood Industrial Precinct so they can continue to access the WGF at the Melbourne Road
access ramp.

68.

Council will submit that the following intersections within or proximate to the Project Area should
be reviewed and upgraded to address the additional or redistributed traffic that will be using
those intersections because of the Project:
•

Grieve Parade/Geelong Road;

•

Geelong Road/Millers Road;

•

Francis Street/Geelong Road;

•

Francis Street/McDonald Road;

•

Cypress Avenue/Millers Road; and

•

Primula Avenue/Millers Road.

69.

In relation to Grieve Parade, Council submits that to it should be upgraded to accommodate
truck traffic which will be displaced from Yarraville and Footscray due to truck bans on key
connector roads in those locations.

70.

To address toll avoidance and the resulting impact of additional or redistributed traffic using
Council’s arterial and local road network, Council submits that:
•

the proposed tolls on trucks between Grieve Parade and Melbourne Road be
removed, or at the very least the tolling point between Grieve Parade and Millers
Road removed;

•

the Victorian Government should finance the Project via a “shadow toll/availability
charge”, as implemented on the Peninsula Link;

•

toll operation and avoidance should be actively monitored and tolls adjusted as
necessary to optimise the WGT Project objectives;

•

toll capping should be implemented for trucks along the WGF section to discourage
toll avoidance;

•

time of day variable tolls should be considered to incentivise traffic off roads in
residential areas;

•

the Hyde street ramps should be limited to truck traffic only.
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71.

Council submits that given the cumulative adverse impacts on air quality, noise and traffic in
the Brooklyn, truck traffic should be diverted away from Millers Road. In the short term, truck
traffic should be diverted to Grieve Parade via Geelong Road. In the long term, traffic could be
diverted to an extension of Tottenham Parade/Cemetery Road into Hardie Road/Cawley Road
with a new connection to the Freeway.

72.

Council acknowledges that the Grieve Parade option is not perfect. It would require:
•

a further double back of about two kilometres;

•

capacity upgrades at the on and off ramps at the WGF and Greive Road interchange;

•

measures such as landscaping to mitigate adverse noise and air quality impacts on
residences on Geelong Road.

73.

However, in Council’s submission, the Geelong Road reservation is better able to
accommodate the mitigation measures than Millers Road.

74.

Council submits that new access ramps at Dohertys Road should form part of the proposed
duplication works to improve local industry connectivity and freight movement efficiency.

Noise
75.

Noise walls should be extended to provide noise mitigation along the full boundary of the
Precinct 15 urban renewal site, Hyde Street Reserve and Stony Creek Reserve open space
areas.

76.

Noise impacts on residential roads or sections of roads such as Millers Road, Geelong Road
and Blackshaws Road from increases in traffic because of the Project should be mitigated.

Air
77.

Air pollution is already at a level that poses a health risk in Brooklyn, Altona North, South
Kingsville and Spotswood. Council’s requested changes to the Project and EPRs are therefore
directed to ensuring that air quality in these locations is no worse because of the Project. In this
context, Council submits that the EPRs should be amended to:
•

A revised Health Impact Assessment to account for the findings of recent medical
literature identified by Associate Professor Irving.

•

Require an Air Quality Community Consultative Committee be established to review
and provide advice on the location of the community based monitoring stations;
construction and operation environmental management plans, compliance tracking
reporting, audit reports or complaints and provide advice on dissemination of
monitoring results and other information on air quality issues.

•

Include a requirement for annual public reporting on Project emissions.

•

Include a requirement for air quality monitoring stations to become permanent and
part of the EPA monitoring network;

•

Include Ultrafine Particulate Matter (UFPM) in the monitoring and assessment of
ambient air quality.

•

Require a detailed air quality assessment to be undertaken (including monitoring of
UFPM) of the surface roads (such as Millers Road) that are predicted to experience
increased traffic volumes from the Project and develop remedial measures to prevent
breaches of the SEPP intervention levels.
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•

Filtration of tunnel air before dispersion.

Open Space & Public Amenity
78.

Local connectivity and access to community facilities and services will be compromised during
construction. The final project should address these issues.

79.

EES and Project Plan should include positive procurement policies within contracts for supplies,
services, training and employment that deliver positive social benefits to Melbourne’s west.

80.

Lighting should be provided along Federation Trail.

EVIDENCE
81.

82.

In support of its submissions, Council relies on the evidence of:
•

Andrew O’Brien (traffic impacts);

•

Graeme Starke (air quality);

•

Shane Elkin (noise impacts);

•

Bonnie Rosen (social impacts);

•

Associate Professor Louis Irving (public health impacts from traffic pollution).

That concludes the opening submissions for Hobsons Bay City Council.

Date 9 August 2017

Greg Tobin, Principal

Kate Morris, Special Counsel

HARWOOD ANDREWS
on behalf of
Hobsons Bay City Council
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